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Overview
This thesis was set in Florida, and was an ethnographic and visual
anthropological study of three places: the spiritualist town of
Cassadaga; the horror convention called Spooky Empire in Tampa,
and Ghost Tours of St. Petersburg. My research was undertaken
during the 2019 Halloween season to examine tourists’ motivations
for visiting destinations associated with Halloween, and the role
these sites play in the commodification and transformation of the
holiday as centers of “spooky tourism.”
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What is Spooky Tourism?
Spooky Tourism is a type of tourism that falls under the umbrella of dark tourism or even broader, dark heritage.

What is dark tourism?
“travel to sites associated with death, disaster or the seemingly macabre” (Roberts and Stone 2014: 9)

How is spooky tourism different?
Rather than sites that have a dark history or a place where trauma occurred, spooky tourism involves bring the visitor closer to the supernatural
or paranormal through attractions like ghost tours.

Research Questions:
What motivates people seek out spooky locations?
Why are people drawn to the darker aspects of a place?
Would these places survive if they were not a part of spooky
tourism?
How is Halloween being used by tourist destinations?
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Figure 1: Research Locations
Purple: Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp
Green: Spooky Empire Tampa
Orange: Ghost Tours St. Petersburg

Other methods used:
Participant Observation
Direct Observation
Unstructured and Informal Interviews
Key Interlocutors
Literature Review

While my data is still being analyzed, it is evident that
there is an ever-evolving importance of communal
celebrations of holidays as well as the cultural
importance of particular places for the celebrations.
There is a trend centering around the idea of the
creation of community.
Creation of community is the bond that is forged
between people who have a shared experience or
shared interests. Spooky tourism is unique in the fact
that it draws on the very thing that brings people
together. The chief aspect that creates that connection
involves some kind of fear. In the case of spooky
tourism, that fear is a kind of existential fear of the
possible existence of an afterlife and the general
battle with our own mortality.
Ghost tours and visiting mediums is our chance to
answer these questions. Collective fear creates a
shared, cathartic trauma, even on a scale as small as
going through a haunted house in a group. With
Halloween marking the beginning of the holiday
season and the end of the year, it is a time for
reflection. It is, in effect, where we find ourselves
betwixt and between seasons as well as the world of
the living and the dead. The lingering spiritual aspects
of the holiday make for a convenient way to confront
a larger cultural concern.
The transformation of Halloween from a religious
holiday to a children’s holiday to a profitable
economic holiday focused on adult activities mirrors
the increased secularization of American society and a
capitalistic commodification of the holiday.

Methods
I used a mixed methods approach to get a snapshot view of the
Halloween season in Florida 2019. This research was not intended to
be exhaustive as there was a time constraint to collecting data.
One of the methodological approaches I used was visual
anthropology. Much of what happens during the Halloween season is
based on symbols and performances. Using a visual method allows to
show how the sites alter themselves to fit the holiday or how the site
itself acts as the character in the stories being shared on the tours.

Conclusions

Photos from ethnographic research: Left: Halloween scenes at Cassadaga Spiritualist Camp and hotel; center top: Cassadaga spirit tour guide;
Bottom center and right: St. Petersburg haunted houses from Ghost Tour; Right top and center: cosplay and exhibits at Spooky Empire Convention.

Halloween: from Holy Day to Holiday
Religious

Children

Adults

Halloween has gone through a transformation from its beginning as a pagan festival marking the end of harvest to one centered around giving
children a sugar rush to now a several weeks long celebration of debauchery for adults. The adults that participate in the holiday are from the
generations who celebrated it during their childhoods. There comes a time around high school age when trick-or-treating is no longer acceptable,
and you must find other ways to enjoy Halloween. Nostalgia is a key player in the creation of traditions. We crave to recreate the innocent joy of
childhood for ourselves and our own children.
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